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Summary of Recommendations 

 

 

1. SDG&E should establish multiple TOU period options for different customers and 
different objectives. 

2. SDG&E should make available a version of each tariff with a 2 pm - 7 pm summer peak 
period. 

3. SDG&E should make available a tariff for each customer class that has a mild differential 
between peak and off-peak rates. 

4. SDG&E should match the peak/semi-peak rate differential of Schedule AL-TOU in 
Schedule DG-R and match the rate differential of the below-baseline rates in Schedule 
TOU-DR in Schedule DR-SES. 

5. The Commission should order SDG&E to perform a distribution cost study and a 
transmission cost study on the appropriate relative size of peak-coincident demand 
charges and non-coincident demand charges. 

6. The Commission should reject proposals to increase the portion of demand charges that 
are non-coincident. 

7. SDG&E should implement the grandfathering terms and conditions from D.17-01-006 at 
this time. 

8. SDG&E should grandfather TOU periods for five years for non-residential customers that 
do not meet the cutoff dates in the grandfathering terms of conditions from D.17-01-006. 
The term should be longer than five years for public sector customers. 
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Pursuant to Rule 13.11 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure of the California Public 

Utilities Commission (Commission), the California Solar Energy Industries Association 

(CALSEIA) submits this opening brief on the 2016 Test Year General Rate Case (GRC) of San 

Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E). 

1. Introduction 

The most impactful proposal within SDG&E’s application is to change the summer peak 

time period in time-of-use (TOU) rate structure from 11 am - 6 pm to a shorter period that starts 

five hours later, 4 pm - 9 pm. A sudden change of that magnitude would have severe impacts on 

customer bills. SDG&E has not justified moving peak as far as they propose. SDG&E’s 

testimony supports an earlier peak period based on the hours that demonstrate the greatest need 

for capacity. SDG&E did not acknowledge the obvious link between this data and the time 

dependence of transmission and distribution system cost causation. The one party that did 

present an analysis of hourly marginal costs of transmission and distribution is the Solar Energy 

Industries Association (SEIA), and that analysis points strongly to an earlier peak period.  

The impacts of SDG&E’s proposed rate design changes for many solar customers would 

be drastic. Many customers have responded to price signals by installing on-site generating 
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systems. Utilities recover generation capacity costs in on-peak energy rates, and customers 

respond by building capacity. Although the rate structure underlying net energy metering (NEM) 

has never been guaranteed, there is a big difference between gradual changes that customers 

recognize as normal risks and changes that turn TOU rates from a positive influence on system 

economics to a strongly negative influence. Commercial customers that have already invested in 

developing solar systems but will not be covered by the grandfathering provisions of the recent 

TOU decision, D.17-01-006, must be protected by the decision in this proceeding. 

The Commission must proceed cautiously and not approve an immediate change that is 

not conclusively supported by data and that would be greatly disruptive to the marketplace. 

CALSEIA recognizes the importance of shifting the summer peak rates to later hours, but 

utilities should not be allowed to move too far, too fast.  

Rates should be designed both to reflect accurate cost causation and to influence good 

customer behavior. One type of behavior that is important to the state’s greenhouse gas reduction 

goals is the installation of on-site renewable energy systems. Historically, system needs have 

lined up very well with solar production, making TOU rates a win-win rate structure. As the 

amount of solar increases, system needs and solar production are slipping out of sync. A few 

years from now, solar plus storage will offer a resolution to this difference if we are successful at 

making solar plus storage the dominant type of customer-sited energy solution. However, it will 

take several years for energy storage to mature from experience and volume to bring prices to the 

point where it is a mainstream technology. In the meantime, if we do not maintain momentum in 

the solar market we will lose efficiencies and costs will increase. 

The opportunity for customers to adopt solar as a cost-effective solution has been 

impacted by multiple policy changes. The flattening of residential rate tiers has eliminated 
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urgency for high-usage customers, which had been the largest segment of the residential market. 

The NEM successor tariff effectively devalued NEM credits by approximately 2 ¢/kWh and 

required residential customers to commit to TOU rates. Now every hour of the afternoon that is 

changed from peak to off-peak will further erode the value of solar to customers. These changes 

each have a rational basis, but the Commission must ensure that the combined impact is gradual 

and does not undermine efforts to evolve toward a modern energy system for the 21st Century.  

2. The Commission Should Approve a Menu of Rate Options 

The recent decision in the multi-utility TOU proceeding, D.17-01-006, agreed with the 

position of many parties that the Commission should approve a menu of TOU rate options for 

each utility. Item #8 of the decision’s Policy Guidelines states, “A menu of TOU rate options 

should be developed in utility-specific rate design proceedings and should provide rate choices 

addressing different customer profiles and needs.”1 Although that portion of the decision is not 

binding on the instant proceeding, it is an established Commission policy preference. 

SDG&E agrees that there should be multiple rate options. The testimony of Ms. Fang 

states, “[C]ustomers with greater ability to respond to price signals (including those with energy 

storage or electric vehicles) may prefer more complex rates based on multiple TOU periods with 

sharper TOU price signals.”2 

From the perspective of having rates that are tolerable to customers and rates that 

encourage favorable behavior, it would be preferable for the rate option with a less risky 

structure to have much lower differential between peak and off-peak rates than the structure 

SDG&E has proposed and the rate options with sharper price signals to have a differential 

greater than what SDG&E has proposed. However, because differentials sharper than those 

                                                      
1  D.17-01-006 at Appendix 1, p. 1. 

2  SDG&E-11 at p. CF-24. 
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proposed by SDG&E for the purpose of encouraging customer adoption of energy storage have 

not been discussed in this proceeding, it would be reasonable for the Commission to consider 

SDG&E’s proposed structure to be an option with sharper price signals and to create a second 

option with a much lower differential.  

SDG&E’s proposed structure would not drive the adoption of storage on its own, but it 

could play a part. The Commission should consider leaving this proceeding open with a new 

phase that is narrowly scoped to consider rate structures that are designed specifically for storage 

customers. The Commission may also want to consider a rate specific to customers that have 

solar, energy storage, and an electric vehicle. 

3. TOU Rates Should Have a 2 pm - 7 pm Summer Peak Period 

Various types of analysis performed by parties indicate the need for capacity in the 2 pm 

- 9 pm window. Witness Anderson performed a loss of load expectation analysis, and “[t]he 

results show a relative need for capacity between 2 p.m. and 9 p.m.”3 Ms. Fang concludes, “the 

2016 loss of load analysis detailed in the testimony of Mr. Anderson still shows a significant 

probability of the need for capacity in the 2 pm - 6 pm period.”4 The Top 100 Hours data used as 

an input to this analysis, presented in CALSEIA-3 and shown in Figure 1, shows the cluster of 

Top 100 Hours beginning at 1:00 pm (Hour Ending 14) and ending at 6:00 pm (Hour Ending 18). 

If we consider the data point to be most representative of the middle of the one-hour period, this 

could more accurately be described at 1:30 pm - 5:30 pm. 

                                                      
3  SDG&E-3 at p. RBA-16. 

4  SDG&E-1 at p. CF-22. 
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Figure 1. Top 100 Hours by Hour of Day 

 

This is an analysis of gross load that reflects what hours of the day the SDG&E system 

has the greatest need of drawing on generation. Witness Fang stated during cross-examination 

that gross load is a driver of capacity costs only “to a certain degree” and that capacity costs are 

driven more by demand that is net of must-take wind and solar contracted as part of the 

renewables portfolio standard (RPS).5 However, Ms. Fang also confirmed that most RPS 

resources are not located within the SDG&E service territory.6   

The times of the year of greatest power need across SDG&E’s system are important 

drivers of capacity costs. Utilities build capacity for critical days. When asked during cross-

examination, “to what extent are your costs driven by the single largest peak versus some 

average of peaks,” SDG&E witness Fang replied, “Obviously, we have to plan for our system 

peaks, but I would say both play a part.”7 The Top 100 Hours analysis is highly relevant to 

capacity costs. While the need and cost of generation energy and some general system resource 

                                                      
5  Evidentiary Hearing Reporters’ Transcript at p. 143, lines 15-19 (SDG&E-Fang). 

6  Transcript at p. 422, lines 2-5 (SDG&E-Fang). 

7  Transcript at pp. 145, line 28 - p. 146, line 5 (SDG&E-Fang). 
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adequacy capacity may shift later in the day due to an increase in non-dispatchable renewables, 

the need for transmission capacity, distribution capacity, and local generation capacity may not.  

This data on mid-day demand as a driver of capacity needs is consistent with the hourly 

CAISO transmission cost analysis presented in SEIA’s testimony.8 SEIA also analyzed circuit 

peak data filed by SDG&E in its last GRC and found that the hours of greatest distribution 

system capacity need are 1 pm - 6 pm for all circuits and 12 pm - 3 pm for circuits with mostly 

commercial customers. Although this data is admittedly old, the burden is on SDG&E to produce 

more recent data. The Commission should direct SDG&E to do a new circuit and substation 

study for its next GRC.  

The recent decision in the Commission’s multi-utility TOU proceeding, D.17-01-006, 

supports consideration of the time dependence of distribution system cost drivers in setting TOU 

rates. Finding of Fact 17 states, “The timing of distribution circuit and substation peaks can 

provide useful input in defining TOU time periods.” Guideline #2 in the Policy Guidelines of 

that decision states, “Going forward, the IOUs should include information on marginal 

distribution costs that contribute to peak load costs …”9 That aspect of the decision is not 

binding on the instant proceeding, but it establishes policy that we know now will be adhered to 

in the future. It is essential not to get ahead of that policy by approving TOU periods that are 

later than the time periods that appear to be appropriate based on a current review of the type of 

data that will be relied on in future proceedings.  

In sum, there is solid data that points to demand at all of the hours between 2 pm and 9 

pm as important drivers for capacity costs. Current peak hours are obviously earlier than that, 

and the Commission should not jump to the far end of the spectrum by approving a 4 pm - 9 pm 

                                                      
8  SEIA-01 at pp. 9 & 16. 

9  D.17-01-006, Appendix 1 at p. 1. 
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peak period for all of SDG&E’s TOU rate schedules. The Commission may wish to approve one 

option that has a 4 pm - 9 pm peak period, but should also approve a rate structure with a 2 pm - 

7 pm summer peak period within a menu of TOU rate options. 

4. A Mild TOU Structure Must Be Available 

The Commission has embraced the concept of “TOU-Lite” to ease the transition to 

mandatory TOU rates. In the rollout of mandatory TOU for small commercial customers, the 

Commission approved rates with peak/off-peak differentials of 4 ¢/kWh with the express 

reasoning that it would help customers get accustomed to TOU rates without excessive bill 

impacts.10 This reasoning was also embraced by the residential rate restructuring decision of July 

2015, D.15-07-001. That decision took steps toward default TOU for residential customers, and 

stated, “during the transition, it is more important to ensure customer acceptance of the new rate 

structure and understanding of the directional price signal. The TOU Lite structure will be more 

acceptable to customers, less volatile, and avoid other potential issues.”11 The decision defined 

“TOU-Lite” as “a tariff that is intended to be revenue neutral with other tariffs for the same 

customer class and has on and off peak rates set to a specified differential instead of attempting 

to reflect actual difference in the cost of energy by time period.”12 

A soft transition is necessary for SDG&E residential solar customers who will soon be 

subject to mandatory TOU under the terms of the NEM successor tariff. The Commission should 

also apply this approach to non-residential solar customers. Although those customers are 

already subject to mandatory TOU rates, changing the summer peak period later in the day by 

                                                      
10  D.15-07-001, footnote 284 at p. 134. 

11  D.15-07-001 at p. 136. 

12  D.15-07-001 at p. 135. 
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several hours all at once is such a disruptive change to solar customers that requiring customers 

to use the new structure is effectively a new mandate. 

CALSEIA’s testimony demonstrates significant bill impacts from SDG&E’s proposed 

changes to rate structure. Commercial customers would experience reductions in bill savings 

from their solar systems of 9% - 22%. Their bills would increase by 41% - 100%. The average 

bill increase would be 68%.13 For residential customers, a customer with lower consumption and 

a smaller solar system would experience a reduction in bill savings of 14% and a bill increase of 

$25 per month. A larger customer with a larger solar system would experience a reduction in bill 

savings of 10% and a bill increase of $32 per month.14 This analysis was not challenged or 

countered in rebuttal testimony or cross-examination. These impacts are especially significant 

when considering that they will come soon after implementation of the NEM successor tariff.  

A look at SDG&E’s illustrative rates also demonstrates how the proposed rate structure 

will likely impact customer decision making. Table 1 shows SDG&E’s illustrative summer 

energy rates under its proposed structure for the two main rate schedules for medium and large 

commercial customers, AL-TOU for non-solar customers and DG-R for solar customers. The 

differential between on-peak and semi-peak rates for Schedule AL-TOU is 18%, whereas for 

Schedule DG-R it is 66%. Convincing a customer to give up a rate of 11 ¢/kWh for a rate of 

33 ¢/kWh is a tall order, especially when most of the offsetting credits are much less than 

                                                      
13  CALSEIA-2, Table 1 and Table 2 at the page labeled as page 6.  

14  CALSEIA-1, Table 3 at p. 7. In percentage terms, these bill increases look even more drastic. The 
small residential customer would see a bill increase of 507% and the large residential customer 
would see a bill increase of 229%. Because the customers are offsetting most of their bills, 
however, it is more reasonable to consider the change in dollar terms. 
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33 ¢/kWh.15 There is a lot of hope that storage will be a solution for many customers when the 

price of storage comes down, but storage at today’s prices cannot compete.16 

Table 1. Illustrative Summer Commercial Rates  

Under SDG&E Proposal (¢/kWh) 

  AL-TOU DG-R 

On-Peak 11.3 33.6 

Semi-Peak 9.6 20.2 

Off-Peak 8.0 15.6 

   
Contrary to SDG&E’s testimony, a milder TOU structure will not be accomplished by 

offering a two-tiered rate in addition to a three-tiered rate. The testimony of witness Fang states, 

“In addition, this optional two-period rate will provide an option to customers to address the 

concerns raised by ORA for flatter summer TOU rates.”17 SDG&E’s illustrative rates 

demonstrate this to be an inaccurate statement. There is a 32% differential between summer on-

peak and semi-peak rates for the three-period version of TOU-A18 and a 46% differential 

between on-peak and off-peak rates for the two-period version.19 TOU-PA, the other schedule for 

which SDG&E provided illustrative rates for a two-period option, would have a 56% differential 

for the three-period option and a 76% differential for the two-period option.20 Offering a two-

period option would not create flatter summer TOU rates. It would do the opposite. 

                                                      
15  Solar cannot beat the 9.6 c/kWh semi-peak rate under AL-TOU, so staying on that rate after 

installing solar is not a viable option.  

16  CALSEIA-1 at pp. 9-10. 

17  SDG&E 11 at p. CF-25. 

18  SDG&E-12, Appendix J at p. 22. The illustrative proposed Year 3 on-peak rate is $0.34884/kWh 
and semi-peak rate is $0.26374/kWh. TOU-A is the standard small commercial rate. The on-peak 
to semi-peak rate differential is more relevant to customer decision making than the on-peak to 
off-peak rate differential, as acknowledged by witness Fang (Transcript at p. 159). 

19  SDG&E-12, Appendix J at p. 25. 

20  SDG&E-12, Appendix J at pp. 42 & 44.  
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Similarly, the proposal to change the seasonal definition to include May with the winter 

months rather than the summer months would exacerbate the rate differential between TOU 

periods. As explained in the rebuttal testimony of Ms. Fang, “Making this change will increase 

rate differentials between summer and winter rates and between on-peak and off-peak rates in the 

summer largely due to the fact that the recovery of marginal generation capacity costs are spread 

over fewer months.”21 Although hourly energy prices in May more closely resemble those of 

April than those of June and July, hotter weather due to climate change may alter that over time. 

Ms. Fang acknowledged that pricing is related to temperature by saying, “While there are 

occasionally some hot days in late May, the forecast data and historical price data supports 

ORA’s proposal to shift May from a summer to winter month.”22 Ms. Fang clarified during 

cross-examination that by “forecast data” she only meant the 2016 price data in Chart 4 of her 

rebuttal testimony and that they had not considered any forecast of temperature data.23 

To create TOU-Lite options for residential and commercial solar customers, SDG&E 

should match the rate differential of Schedule AL-TOU in Schedule DG-R and match the rate 

differential of the below-baseline rates in Schedule TOU-DR in Schedule DR-SES. This is 

consistent with the Commission definition of TOU-Lite, in which on and off peak rates are set to 

a specified differential. This can be re-evaluated in a future rate proceeding when energy storage 

is more of a mainstream option. 

This is particularly important in light of the fact that SDG&E did not present any 

residential TOU bill impacts. SDG&E analyzed bill impacts for 23 different rate schedules, but 

                                                      
21  SDG&E-11 at p. CF-26. 

22  SDG&E-11 at p. CF-26. 

23  Transcript at p. 155, lines 8-16 (SDG&E-Fang). 
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did not include any residential TOU schedules.24 The Commission cannot approve rates that are 

not demonstrated to avoid unreasonable impacts on customer bills. 

5. The Commission Should Reject SDG&E’s Proposal to Shift from Peak Coincident 
Demand Charges to Non-Coincident Demand Charges 

Four parties submitted joint supplemental testimony on November 14, 2016 settling 

differences in previous testimony on the percentage of demand charges that should be 

determined by peak demand that is coincident with the TOU peak period. SDG&E’s current split 

is 35% coincident and 65% non-coincident. SDG&E had proposed to eliminate peak-coincident 

demand charges and make 100% of demand charges non-coincident.25 Federal Executive 

Agencies supported this proposal.26 SEIA proposed moving in the opposite direction to a split of 

61% coincident and 39% non-coincident.27 The City of San Diego argued in opening testimony 

for the elimination of non-coincident demand charges28 and in rebuttal testimony supported 

SEIA’s position as “a reasonable starting point.”29 In the November joint testimony, the four 

parties agreed to reduce coincident demand charges to 30% for the duration of the GRC cycle 

and for SDG&E to perform a distribution cost study and a transmission costs study on the 

appropriate portion to collect in coincident demand charges.  

The Commission should reject any movement in the direction of shifting cost recovery 

from coincident demand charges to non-coincident demand charges. The Commission should 

                                                      
24  SDG&E-12, Appendices C, E, G, and K. 

25  SDG&E-11 at p. CF-35. 

26  FEA-01 at p. 21. 

27  SEIA-01 at p. 33. 

28  CSD-1 at p. 34. 

29  CSD-2 at p. 6. 
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require SDG&E to do the two studies it recommends doing in the joint testimony. There is no 

need to “throw them a bone” in exchange for doing studies the utility should be doing anyway. 

The Energy Division presentation in CSD-3 explains that non-coincident demand charges 

were historically used as a proxy for contribution to peak before the existence of interval meters 

that could measure demand separately at different times of day.30 This is obviously no longer 

necessary. More importantly, the Commission has previously found that, “The need for 

additional generation, transmission, and primary distribution capacity are driven by customers’ 

coincident peak demand.”31 Also, with the passage of SB 350 in 2015, which increased the 

Renewables Portfolio Standard to 50%, mid-day over-generation will become a significant issue 

to address in the coming years. The Energy Division presentation notes that “NCD charges can 

discourage beneficial energy use” that absorbs mid-day generation.32 There is a clear 

Commission interest in moving toward increased time dependence in rates, and SDG&E’s 

proposal to shift cost recovery toward non-coincident demand charges pushes against this tide.  

Coincident demand charges are also preferable in that they cause energy storage systems 

to be used in ways that provide more grid benefits. The most common use case of energy storage 

systems currently is the reduction of demand charges for commercial customers. Storage systems 

react to increases in the host customer’s load and shave off short-term peaks. However, if the 

price signals those customers are responding to are outside of peak periods, customers are using 

the limited discharge capacity of their storage systems at non-optimal times. If the demand 

charges that storage customers are responding to line up with peak system needs, the storage 

                                                      
30  CSD-2 at p. 23 (page labeled as p. 4 of Exhibit WAM-1). 

31  D.14-12-080, Finding of Fact 8. 

32  CSD-2 at p. 30 (page labeled as p. 11 of Exhibit WAM-1). 
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devices are used both for reducing sharp peaks in consumption and reducing consumption during 

peak load periods.  

The Energy Division presentation also correctly states that energy storage systems have a 

more difficult time responding to non-coincident demand charges than coincident demand 

charges.33 If a storage system has to be able to respond to increased customer demand at any time 

of the month, it must remain ready to perform this service at all times and may not be as effective 

at predicting and responding to customer behavior. If it only must respond to increased usage 

during peak periods, it will be more effective at performing that service and will be available to 

perform other services at other times of the month. 

6. SDG&E failed to demonstrate compliance with AB 693 

In 2015, the Legislature passed Assembly Bill 693 to create the Multifamily Affordable 

Housing Solar Roofs Program. The Program will use funding from the Cap-and-Trade program 

to provide incentives for the installation of solar on low-income apartment buildings. Due to 

concerns that tenants would be vulnerable to the impacts of rate changes affecting solar 

customers, especially given that they will be enrolled into the Program by a decision of the 

property owner, the Legislature added this language: 

The commission shall ensure that electrical corporation tariff structures affecting 
the low-income tenants participating in the program continue to provide a direct 
economic benefit from the qualifying solar energy system.34 

The requirement of the NEM successor tariff decision, D.16-01-044, that solar customers 

must be on TOU rates brings the provision of AB 693 into question in this proceeding. If TOU 

rate structure negatively impacts a tenant who would otherwise be on a non-TOU rate structure, 

                                                      
33  CSD-2 at p. 39 (page labeled as p. 20 of Exhibit WAM-1). 

34  Public Utilities Code Section 2870 (g)(2). 
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this could more than counteract the customer’s benefit of receiving bill credits from virtual net 

metering. 

During cross examination, witness Fang acknowledged that tenants participating in the 

Multifamily Affordable Housing Solar Roofs Program would be subject to mandatory TOU and 

that the Commission should consider whether the rates adopted in this proceeding would result in 

bill savings for participants of AB 693. Ms. Fang stated, “SDG&E’s expectation is that those 

customers would continue to see benefits consistent with the legislation.”35 However, SDG&E 

has produced zero evidence to support that statement. 

Although passage of AB 693 came prior to the proposed decision on the NEM successor 

tariff, this is precisely the type of scenario that was envisioned and led to the inclusion of the 

language quoted above. The Commission cannot approve rates imposed on Program participants 

that are not demonstrated to provide direct economic benefits from their participation in the 

Program. Having a menu of rate options with a TOU-Lite option may give the Commission 

reasonable confidence that it would not be excessively harmful to virtual net metering customers. 

7. Existing Solar Customers Should Be Grandfathered on Current TOU Time Periods 

SDG&E’s recommendation to move all customers to the new rate structure without any 

transition mechanism for NEM customers was not based on any data analysis, as SDG&E did not 

present bill impacts for NEM customers under the proposed rate structure or any data on any 

economic impacts of providing a transition period.  

CALSEIA presented testimony detailing bill impacts for a variety of representative 

customer load profiles, as outlined in Section 4 above. These impacts are greater than the 

Commission should expect customers to have anticipated, especially considering that they come 

                                                      
35  Transcript at pp. 163, line 11 - p. 164, line 6 (SDG&E-Fang). 
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on top of unfavorable changes in the net metering tariff. Customers recognize that rates are 

always subject to change, but they expect some level of stability. Commercial customers that 

experience a 68% bill increase after having taken the risk of investing in self-generation are 

likely to protest publicly and to decision makers. Some residential customers that finance their 

systems with loans or power purchase agreements only save $20-$30 per month by installing 

solar, and they would be greatly upset by seeing those savings erased. Allowing rates to change 

gradually over time may be reasonable, even if it has negative impacts on the bills of customer-

generators. However, changing rate structure abruptly in ways that harm customers that have 

responded to established price signals is fundamentally unfair. 

For systems that were financed with power purchase agreements, leases, loans, and 

Property Assessed Clean Energy assessments, the proposed changes would put a lot of customers 

under water. Customers have signed contracts that obligate them to make payments over a long 

term, up to 25 years, with the expectation that utility bill savings will more than offset those 

payments. If the bill savings do not materialize, the customer will be paying more due to the 

solar installation. Again, rates are always subject to change and customers understand that 

projections of bill savings are not guaranteed, but there should be a reasonable level of stability.  

This is especially true for schools and other public entities (the tax exempt customer 

segment). Because schools use tax-exempt financing and other means, and because they are 

virtually certain to remain in their buildings, they often accept longer payback periods with a 

system that is purchased without the help of the federal tax credit. They raise tax-exempt dollars 

for capital improvements, and that investment frees up operating budgets to spend more money 

on classroom materials and teachers. Public schools and colleges make investments in solar (as 

opposed to other capital improvements) in order to afford more teachers, textbooks and 
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computers that would otherwise not be possible without energy cost savings provided by solar. 

In most cases, these school financings have fixed repayment schedules. To change rate structures 

so dramatically and abruptly could put many of these school bond repayment schedules under 

water if bill savings are obliterated by SDG&E’s proposed TOU shift. This could result in 

operating budget cuts and lost jobs for teachers. Also, these school bonds are subsidized by 

taxpayers; if the proceeds of the bonds are spent on solar projects that are economically viable 

initially but later fall under water due to dramatic and abrupt tariff changes, it is reasonable to 

assume that taxpayer watchdog groups would protest. Cities, churches, community centers, and 

other non-profit organizations are similarly vulnerable if they have financed solar with no tax 

credit and tighter margins because they are committed to stay in their buildings and take a long-

term view of organizational growth and stability. Non-profits typically use savings from solar to 

serve the community with food bank programs, community outreach and education, aid to 

homeless people, and other services. Eliminating their savings will directly impact their ability to 

help local communities.  

Utilities recover generating capacity costs in on-peak energy rates. This creates a price 

signal that encourages customers to build generating capacity geared toward the high-rate hours. 

Customers who build generating capacity should get a fair return. To change rate structure so 

dramatically and abruptly that it puts many customers under water is not fair to people who are 

reacting to price signals and trying to stabilize costs for their companies, schools and cities, and 

to do what is right for society as a whole.  

Witness Fang acknowledged during cross-examination that SDG&E intends to 

grandfather residential customers for five years, in accordance with D.15-07-001. Finding of 

Fact 142 of that decision states, “Customers on TOU tariffs should be permitted to remain on 
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them for up to five years.” Ms. Fang clarified that SDG&E will maintain two versions of 

residential TOU rate schedules for the old structure and the new structure, and will allow NEM 

customers to stay on the version with the old structure for five years.36 Ms. Fang stated that this 

would apply only to Schedule TOU-DR and Schedule DR-SES, but did not give a reason why 

other residential TOU schedules, such as the EV rates, would be excluded. The plain language of 

D.15-07-001 should apply to all residential customers on TOU tariffs. 

The recent multi-utility TOU decision, D.17-01-006, reinforced this approach for 

residential customers and included non-residential customers in an equivalent structure with a 

ten-year transition period. Ordering Paragraph 5 establishes terms and conditions for 

grandfathering. Ordering Paragraph 6 clarifies that those terms and conditions for grandfathering 

are binding on the instant proceeding. Therefore, the decision in the instant proceeding should 

reflect the terms and conditions for grandfathering contained in D.17-01-006. 

8. A Transition Period Is Necessary for Solar Customers Not Covered by Previous 

Decisions 

Customers considering investments in on-site generation deserve to have some period of 

certainty for which they can make a reliable estimate of savings from the investment. Customers 

understand that rates are not guaranteed for the life of their systems, but having no period of 

certainty is not reasonable. For a solar provider, there is a big difference between telling a 

customer that rates could change dramatically in a year so no part of the savings estimate is firm, 

versus giving customers five years of relatively firm estimates and expressing that there is 

uncertainty beyond that period.  

This protection already exists for residential rates. In D.15-07-001, the Commission 

recognized that it would be unreasonable for TOU rates to change too abruptly. The decision 

                                                      
36  Transcript at p. 146, line 16 - p. 148, line 14. 
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stated, “A constantly changing TOU period would cause customer confusion. It would also make 

it difficult for customers to evaluate investments in energy efficiency improvements and rooftop 

solar.”37 The decision granted a five-year grandfathering period for residential customers, 

finding, “Customers on TOU tariffs should be permitted to remain on them for up to five 

years.”38
  

That decision applied the same logic to specific rate schedules. SDG&E proposed to 

close Schedule DR-TOU and PG&E proposed eliminating two rate schedules and closing 

another one. The decision stated, “Given the number of significant changes we are adopting, 

including tier flattening and increased use of minimum bills, and given the need for customer 

acceptance, we also find that the transition period for PG&E’s E-6 tariff and SDG&E’s DR-TOU 

tariff should be at least five years from January 1, 2016. E-8 has been closed for well over five 

years and may be eliminated in 2016. E-7 has been closed since 2008 and may also be eliminated 

in 2016.”39 Hence, customers who were on Schedule E-7 when residential TOU was changed to 

E-6 for new customers were allowed to stay on the rate for eight years. The Commission agreed 

with SDG&E and PG&E that Schedule DR-TOU and Schedule E-6 were outdated rate structures 

and ordered them to be closed, but grandfathered customers on those tariffs for at least five and a 

half years from the date of the decision. 

Similarly, when the Commission created a successor net metering tariff, it clearly 

established a five-year grandfathering period for future solar customers and TOU changes that 

may happen after the customers install solar. In D.16-01-044, the Commission stated: 

In order to provide greater certainty for residential customers on the NEM 

                                                      
37  D.15-07-001 at p. 143. 

38  D.15-07-001, Finding of Fact 142. 

39 D.15-07-001 at p. 155. 
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successor tariff who complete their interconnection application for the NEM 
successor tariff prior to implementation of default TOU rates for residential 
customers, a NEM successor tariff residential customer who takes any TOU rate 
(including a TOU pilot rate) prior to the implementation of default residential 
TOU rates has the option to stay on that TOU rate for a period of five years from 
the date the customer commences the TOU rate. This approach is consistent with 
that taken in the D.15-07-001 (See Finding of Fact 142, 143) and with the 
Legislature’s desire, expressed in Section 745(c)(3), that the Commission seek to 
establish TOU rates that will not change more often than every five years.40 
 
The recent multi-utility TOU decision did not extend that specific protection beyond 

NEM successor tariff residential customers, but indicated that a similar protection should be 

provided. The decision “recommends that transition measures other than grandfathering be part 

of the development of TOU rates in the future.”41 Policy Guideline #7 in the decision states, 

“Each IOU should take steps to minimize the impact of TOU peak period changes on customers 

who have invested in on-site renewable generation or technology to conserve energy during peak 

periods.”42 CALSEIA greatly appreciates that the Commission finds that transition measures are 

necessary for future changes to TOU structure. CALSEIA also agrees that alternative 

mechanisms, such as a Rate Transition Bill Credit, should be considered in future proceedings, 

but there has not been sufficient discussion of an alternative transition mechanism in the instant 

proceeding for the Commission to order such a mechanism to be established at this time. Such 

mechanisms can be considered in a future SDG&E rate proceeding.  

In this proceeding, the Commission must be consistent with ample precedent and order at 

least five years of grandfathering for non-residential NEM customers that are not covered by the 

grandfathering terms and conditions of D.17-01-006. This would be equivalent to the protection 

provided to residential customers in D.16-01-044.  

                                                      
40  D.16-01-044 at p. 93. 

41  D.17-01-006 at p. 51. 

42  D.17-01-006, Policy Guideline #7 at Appendix 1, p. 2. 
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CALSEIA also requests that the Commission give separate consideration to the tax-

exempt (governmental/non-profit) customer segment as it did in the formation of the CSI 

program43 and in D.17-01-006. The Commission has accepted that this segment is able tolerate 

long payback periods with low cost financing and no tax credits, and thus has thinner margins 

and more vulnerability to change. The Commission should establish a longer transition period for 

this sector.   

9. The Commission Should Expedite This Decision 

CALSEIA urges the Commission to issue this decision as quickly as possible. Because 

the extent of structural change proposed by SDG&E is so extreme, it is difficult for solar 

providers to give customers sufficient information to make informed decisions. This is unlike a 

more typical rate proceeding in which customers know there are proposals on the table and are 

able to build some risk into their financial assessment. Solar system economics simply do not 

work for many customers under the proposed rate structure, especially when added to the recent 

changes to the NEM tariff and obstacles like the recent breakdown of SDG&E’s billing system. 

Being forced to market systems according to rates that have not been approved is particularly 

damaging given the level of change proposed and the timing of the proposal. A major reason 

customers install solar is to increase cost certainty for their energy expenses, and the current 

uncertainties greatly outweigh the certainty of knowing the cost of solar generation. 

Compounding the problem, in R.15-12-012 the Commission considered the question of 

rate certainty for customers that are considering investments in solar, but ultimately decided 

against including specific guidance on that question. Bringing the problem up and not resolving 

it has created enormous trepidation in the marketplace. Companies providing solar to 

                                                      
43  D.06-01-024 and D.06-08-028 included discussion about tax exempt entities receiving a higher 

rebate level.  
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commercial customers are concerned that they will not be able to make payroll because new 

business development is rapidly coming to a halt. Resolving this problem soon will reduce 

disruption in the marketplace and the resulting debt and layoffs for solar providers that threaten 

to increase prices and reduce opportunities for customers. 

10. Conclusion 

CALSEIA appreciates the opportunity to participate in this proceeding. We urge the 

Commission to take a conservative approach and not allow SDG&E to change rate structure too 

far, too fast. 

 
Respectfully submitted this January 27, 2017 at Sacramento, California. 

 
By:  /s/ Brad Heavner   

Brad Heavner 
 

Brad Heavner 
Policy Director 
California Solar Energy Industries Association 
1107 9th St. #820 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Telephone:  (916) 228-4567 
Email:  brad@calseia.org   
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